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Robberbarons and politiciansin mathematics:a conflictmodelof science*

Randall Collins
Sal Restivo
Abstract.This paperarguesfor a conflictsociologyof sciencethat contrastswith idealistand
functionalistsociologiesof science,notablychampionedin the worksof R.K. Mertonand T.S.
in the history
Kuhn.Thebasisforthe argumentis an analysisof majorscandalsandcontroversies
of mathematics:the conflictsbetweenCardanandTartaglia;NewtonandLeibniz;andCauchy,
Abel,andGaloistakeplacein the "robberbaron"eraof mathematics.TheconflictbetweenCantorandKroneckermarksa transitionto the eraof "saintlypoliticians."Eachconflictrepresentsa
watershedin the historyof the socialorganizationof mathematics,anda transitionto newcompetitiveconditions.

Resume. Cette etude defend le principequ'il existe une atmospherede conflit au sein de la
sociologiedes sciences qui contrasteavec les sociologiesdes sciences de type idealisteset
fonctionnelles,dont notammentR.K. Mertonet T.S. Kuhnse font les championsdans leurs
oeuvres.L'argumentde base de cet abrege est fonde sur une analyse des scandaleset des
controversesmajeuresde l'histoiredes mathematiques:
les conflitsenter Cardinet Tartaglia,
Newtonet Leibniz,et Cauchy,Abelet Galoistrouventleurplacequi leurreviennentau coursde
l'eredes "noblesvoleurs"des mathematiques.Le conflitentreCantoret Kroneckeropereune
transitiondansl'eredes "politiciensaux alluresde saints."Chaqueconflitrepresenteunelignede
faite dans l'histoirede l'organisationsociale des mathematiques,et une transitionvers de
nouvellesreglesd'emulation.
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Accordingto one long-standingapproachto the sociologyof science,scandals and injusticesreflect the institutionof science"acting"to supportits
normativestructure.In this idealizedinterpretation,
scientistsare portrayed
as actorsguidedby "normsof science"such as: (1) disinterestedpursuitof
and (3) comknowledge;(2) publicrecognitionof individualcontributions;
munal possessionof intellectualproperty,or communism(Merton, 1957:
551-561;Barber,1952:122-134;Parsons,1949:343-345).The normsthemselvesare calledon to explaindeviationsfromthe norms.Thus,prioritydisputesexhibitthe commitmentof the scientistto the valueof knowledge,and
the scientificcommunity'sconcernfor awardingcreditwherecreditis due.
Casesin whichfamousscientistsreceivemorecreditthannovicesfor similar
workshowthat the institutionprotectsitself fromfragmentation
by focusing
on certainleadingfiguresand ideas(Merton,1973:286-324;Cole andCole,
1973).
Kuhn's(1962; 1970) modelof scientificparadigmsand revolutionsshifts
the idealistline of argumentslightly.His workhas often been viewedas a
radicaland relativistalternativeto idealizedsociologyof science;in fact,
betweenKuhnand Merton(cf. Merton,
thereis considerablerapprochement
1977:71-109).ForKuhn,resistanceto newideasanddiscoveriesis nota violation of the commitmentto knowledge,but ratherevidencefor consensus
maintenance,a necessaryconditionfor unhampered,routinepuzzlesolving
in normalscience.Kuhn,like Merton,interpretsdeviationsfromthe norms
of sciencein the bestpossiblelight.Moreover,the entiresocial mechanismof
scientificrevoluKuhn'smodelis designedto explainscientificconservatism;
tionsare not due to socialcausesbut to the sheeraccumulationof empirical
anomaliesthat finallyforcethe introductionof a new paradigm.In spiteof
sociallypatternedlags, scienceis - accordingto Kuhn- a viableinstitutionfordiscoveringempiricaltruths.'
We proposea differentapproachto understandingscandalsand injusrevealsignificanthistorical
tices in science.Majorscandalsandcontroversies
shiftsin the socialorganizationof science.Thereis no enduringset of norms
that guidesthe behaviorof scientists.Whatdoesendureis the activityof scientists(and relatedtypesof intellectuals)pursuingrewardssuch as wealth,
fame, and the powerto controlthe flow of ideas and to imposetheir own
ideason others.The organizationof the scientificcommunitydeterminesthe
natureof the rewardsystem.Under some conditions,ideas are considered
most useful when held as secret resources;they can then be the basis for
prestigiouscultsor usedas weaponsin competitivesituations.In somecases,
1. This view of Kuhn is discussed at length in Restivo (1983). Restivo opposes the view defended
by Barnes (1982) that Kuhn has made "one of the few fundamentalcontributionsto the sociology of knowledge,"and that his work is an important point of departure for sociologists of
scientific knowledge.
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egotistical scientific "robberbarons"appropriateor suppressthe ideas of
otherscientistsin orderto buildnewor maintainold, dominantorganizations
and intellectualsystems.In othercases, "saintly,"community-conscious
scientists meticulouslyrecognizethe contributionsof peers, and subordinate
themselvesto the idealof scientificprogress.
Scientificbehavioris a variable.The idealsof sciencedo not cause scientific behavior,but emergefromthe strugglefor individualsuccessunderdifferentconditionsof competition.Normsof publicityor secrecy,individualor
communal intellectual property, recognition of priority or ruthless
self-aggrandizementemerge under specific organizationalconditions.The
great scandalsin the historyof scienceoccurredpreciselybecauseorganizational conditionswere changing.Commonplacebehavioralpatternsbecome
less and less appropriateas the natureof the resourcesavailablefor competition changes.Our study of certainmajorscandalsin the historyof mathematicscan thus be likenedto lookinginto the fault-linesbetweengeological
eras.
Scientific change is not the result of establishedparadigmsbreaking
downoccasionallyunderthe pressureof accumulatedevidence.The Kuhnian
modelrelies too heavilyon the conservativenatureof social organizationin
science, and on empiricalfindings as "agents"of change. In mathematics,
oppositionto innovatorshas not usuallycome fromconservativedefendersof
old paradigmsbut from rival innovators.Innovationsin mathematicshave
not beenstimulatedby the accumulationof empirical(or logical) anomalies,
but ratherby the driveto find generalrulesthat mighthastenthe solutionof
problems. This is not the "puzzle-solving"of Kuhn's normal science.
Mathematiciansare fond of posingpuzzlesfor each other, but not because
they possessa paradigmfor solvingthem. On the contrary,they challenge
each other by pickingout puzzlesthat are too difficultfor existingconcepts
and methods.Innovationsandrevolutionsare rootedin the socialstructureof
intellectualcompetition.
In Kuhn'smodel,innovationis unpredictable;
our view is that the probabilityof innovationvariesaccordingto the organizationalconditionsof scientific competition.Certainminimallevels of competitionproducea continuous drive towardsnew ideas. When organizationalresourcesshift and new
formsof competitionemerge,extraordinarychangesin mathematicalideas
occur. The analysis of scandals reveals these aspects of mathematical
change.Mathematicsis the theoreticalcore of most empiricalsciencesthat
have reachedany level of complexity.Thus, if mathematicsrevealsthe dynamicsof theoreticalcompetitionin moreor less pureform,then it may be a
modelfor innovationin all sciencesinsofaras they are theory-driven.
We begin by examiningcases in the robberbaronera of the historyof
mathematics:Cardan and Tartaglia (the 1540s), Newton and Leibniz
(1670-1730), and Cauchy,Abel, and Galois(1826-1832). Ourstudyof Can201

tor and Kronecker in the late nineteenth century focuses on the transition
from egotistical, robber baron competitivenessto the conflicts among schools
characteristic of twentieth-century mathematics. These schools are led by
"saintly politicians"who emphasize the collective and non-egotistical side of
science. Each case representsa transition to new competitive conditions.2

Robberbarons:Cardanvs. Tartaglia
In the early 1500s, mathematics contests were popular in the commercial
cities of northern Italy (Smith, 1958: ch. 2, 454-464; Ball, 1960: 217-226;
Gliozzi, 1971; Jayawardine, 1971; Masotti, 1971; 1976). Mathematicians issued public challenges, often with money stakes for the winners. The teaching of commercial arithmetic was rapidly expanding at this time, and the
public contests enabled rival teachers to secure fame and attract pupils.
Problems called for particular numerical solutions, but sometimes required
solving higher-orderalgebraic equations.3Contest results were made public,
but problem-solvingmethods were kept secret, since they were valuable resources in the struggle for individual reputationsand incomes.
In the 1530s, the medical doctor, astrologer, gambler, and brawler
Girolamo Cardano (Cardan) was in Milan, a little over one hundred miles
from Venice. Mathematical contests were becoming popular at the Milan
court and with the Cardinal of Mantua, a town midway between Venice and
Milan. Cardan, barred from practicing medicine following a dispute with the
local college of physicians, was eking out a living teaching and writing on
practical arithmetic. He heard of a Venetian mathematics teacher, Niccolo
Tartaglia, who had won mathematical duels with Zuanne da Coi (Colla) and
Fiore by solving two cubic equations: x3+ bx=c and x3+ax2=c. Fiore had
the first equation, which had been bequeathed to him by his teacher,
Scipione del Ferro, but not the second. Upon hearing of Tartaglia's victories,
Cardan invited Tartaglia to Milan by posing as a wealthy aristocrat offering
patronage. This was an attractive offer to the penurious Tartaglia, and he
2. We want to stress that our focus in this paper is on scandals and controversiesas watershedsin
the organizationalhistory of mathematics. We stop short of a full-fledged constructivistinterpretation of mathematical knowledge for practical and not intellectual reasons. We note that
research and theory in the sociology and social history of mathematical knowledge has been
undergoing a renaissance in recent years: see in particular Bloor (1976), Bos and Mehrtens
(1977), and MacKenzie (1981). For an introductionto the historicaldevelopmentof, and contemporaryresearchand theory in the sociology of mathematics, and the relationshipbetween
mathematicsand the sociology of knowledge,see Restivo (1981 a, 1982).
3. For example: "Divide 10 into 3 proportionalparts so that the productof the first and second is
6," a problemposed by Colla to Cardan in 1540. Such problemswere stated in words- algebraic symbolism did not yet exist. In modernterms, if one defines the mean of the three terms
as x, the solution is implied in the equation x+ 6x2+ 36 = 60x.
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must have been rather disillusioned with Cardan's imposture when he
arrived in Milan. But after a good deal of pressure from Cardan who was, by
his own admission, prone to violence, Tartaglia eventually revealed his formula. At first he disguised it in a cryptic verse, but later he added a full explanation - after swearing Cardan to secrecy. Cardan then used this secret
in mathematical contests such as the ones in which he accepted challenges
from Colla.
In 1542, Cardan met Scipione del Ferro's son-in-law, Annabale della
Nave, who had inherited Scipione's teaching position at Bologna. He revealed to Cardan (presumably during a braggardly dialogue) that Scipione
had, sometime during the early 1500s, discovered the same formula Cardan
now possessed. Cardan used this fact to justify breaking his promise to
Tartaglia. In 1545, he published the solution for cubics in a mathematical
book, Ars Magna. Cardan credited Ferro with the discovery, and noted that
Tartaglia had discovered the same solution ("in emulation of' Ferro) in his
contest with Fiore. This was not strictly true; Ferro had solved the special
case x3+ bx=c, whereas Tartaglia had discovered (and revealed to Cardan)
the solution for x3+ax2=c. Tartaglia was furious and published the solution
himself under his own name the next year in his Inventioni, along with a vituperative attack on Cardan's perfidy. A series of angry exchanges followed
in which Cardan's assistant Ferrari wrote to Tartaglia accusing him of plagiarism and of making unjust accusations against his master. It was finally
agreed to settle the matter in the traditional manner, by a mathematical
duel. The contest took place in 1548 on Cardan's home territory, in a Milan
church with the governor of the city acting as judge. Ferrari appeared on
Cardan's behalf. Tartaglia eventually withdrew, claiming that Cardan's
boisterous supporters did not give him an opportunity to state his case.
Ferrari was declared the winner.
Cardan earned most of the credit for the cubic solution. The solution became known as "Cardan's Rule," partly because Cardan had published in
Latin, the scholarly language.4 Tartaglia had published in Italian and presented his case in an addendum to a practical book on ballistics, compasses,
surveying, and related topics. Cardan came from a wealthy family, and studied and taught at universities; he became famous throughout Europe for his

4. Ironically, Scipione del Ferro, the probable discoverer (although he may have had it from a secret source) got little posthumous fame, even though Cardan explicitly credited him in Ars
Magna. Cardan's motivation, more than likely, was to undercut Tartaglia, who was his main
living rival. In fact, one might formulate this as a general principle: intellectuals are most
likely to give priority credit to third parties in order to dispute the claims of a close and current
rival. In his confessional autobiography published twenty-five years later, Cardan (1962:
225-226) says that he got the first part of his Ars Magna from Tartaglia, and makes no mention of Ferro, or of Ferrari'scontributions.
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medical practice and writings. Tartaglia, by contrast, had no formal education and subsisted by teaching commercial arithmetic. Given these differences, it is not surprisingthat Cardan's work is much more general and theoretical than Tartaglia's. Cardan clarified the significance of the new solution.
He generalized the cubic solution beyond the special cases dealt with by
Scipione and Tartaglia by carrying out a linear transformationto eliminate
the second degree term in equations of the form x3+-ax2+-bx=c. He made
the general observation that an equation of degree higher than the first has
more than one root, and noted the relation between roots and coefficients of
equations, and between the succession of signs of terms and signs of roots.
Whereas earlier European mathematicians had sought only numerical solutions, Cardan initiated work on the general theory of algebraic equations.
The controversy between Cardan and Tartaglia reveals the transition
from a situation in which secrecy was normal to one in which it was normal
to share intellectual property. There was nothing unusual about Tartaglia's,
Ferro's,and Fiore's concerns for secrecy, or Cardan's subterfuge in prodding
the secret from Tartaglia. Fiore (and perhaps Ferro) made a living by winning contests with methods appropriated from others. Cardan's advantage
over his rivals was the result of his decision to publish the solution for cubic
equations. Unlike most of his mathematical rivals, Cardan had an
orientation to publishing scholarly books. Before turning his attention to
mathematics, Cardan had written treatises on medicine and astrology. In
effect, Cardan shifted the competitive scene from mathematical contests to
an arena in which the printed word became the basis for establishing reputations. Cardan's rivals were furious because he revealed privately held solutions that they relied on for winning contests and for subsistence. But this
shift from mathematical contests to books stimulated the development of
mathematics by creating conditions conducive to the developmentof general
rules for solving problems.
Cardan deviated from the norm of secrecy, but he continued the tradition
of property relations dominant in his time. He can be described as a robber
baron in an era when competition among private, commercially oriented
households of mathematics was giving way to intellectual competition in
print over more generalized and increasingly abstract matters. There are
other indications of intellectual piracy in the Cardan-Tartagliacase besides
those we have mentioned so far. Cardan published scientific materials similar to unpublishedworks of Leonardo da Vinci. Duhem and other historians
suspect that Cardan used da Vinci's notes, which he could have received
from his father, a friend of da Vinci's at Milan a generation earlier (Gliozzi,
1971: 66). Tartaglia published as his own a thirteenth-centurytranslation of
Archimedes made by William of Moerbeke. He also claimed as his own
practical techniques (such as the procedure for raising sunken ships) developed by others; and he took credit in print for the solution to the problem of
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the equilibrium of a body on an inclined plane that he had found in a manuscript by Jordanus de Nemure (Masotti, 1976: 260). That this sort of activity
was not uncommon is illustrated by the behavior of other intellectuals of this
time. For example, in 1494, Pacioli freely borrowed from earlier
unacknowledged sources in writing the major Italian mathematics book of
this period (Smith, 1958: 252-253).
Violence was also a part of the cultural scene. The brawling between
Cardan and Tartaglia drove Ferrari out of Cardan's household. Ferrari was
poisoned by either his sister or his brother-in-law; one of Cardan's sons was
executed for murdering his wife; and Cardan cut off the ears of another son
for some offense. The same type of morality carried over into the intellectual
affairs of Cardan and his rivals.5
For all that we have noted, the competition was propitious for intellectual
advance. The competition among Colla, Tartaglia, and Fiore not only
spurred the rediscovery and extension of the cubic solution, but gave rise to a
rapid escalation in intellectual standards. By 1540, a particular case of the
biquadratic had been posed by Colla and solved by Ferrari (Cajori, 1974:
126). Cardan was a systematizer and generalizer, and founded the abstract
discipline of the theory of equations. His behavior, and the new competitive
milieu it reflected, signaled the beginning of an important period of mathematical advances.

Leibniz and Bernoulli vs. Newton
Challenges continued to play an important part in mathematics after the
time of Cardan and Tartaglia. The mathematics chair at the College Royale
in Paris was established in 1576 with the stipulation that the incumbent was
to be replaced by any challenger who beat him in a public contest (Hall,
1980: 3). Descartes was allegedly recruited into mathematics in 1617 when
he saw a placard in Breda, Holland that issued a challenge to solve a geometrical problem (Ball, 1960: 260-270). Later, Pascal, Leibniz, Newton, and
Bernoulli participated in famous challenges. But the social context of such
challenges was changing. Instead of commercial mathematics teachers building their public reputations to attract students, mathematicians were becoming more concerned with attracting royal patronage. Vieta, who worked out
much of the basis of modern mathematics, resided at the French court in the
1590s and made his reputation by answering challenges (Ball, 1960:
5. Cardan's overridingaim was to make his own reputation and mathematics meant much less to
him than his successes in medicine, gambling, and astrology. In his autobiography of 1570
(Cardan, 1962), he describes himself as having received more commendations in his lifetime
than Aristotle or Galen, and shows the greatest contempt for the intelligence of those (e.g.,
Tartaglia) he thought of as enemies. By modern standards this is an astoundingly egotistical
attitude.
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229-230). In the 1660s and thereafter, royal patronage for science began to
be institutionalized in academies: the English Royal Society (1662); the
French Academie des Sciences (1666); the Prussian Academy of Science
(Berlin, 1700); and the Russian Academy at St. Petersburg (1716). Commercial arithmetic teachers dominated sixteenth-century mathematics;
seventeenth-century mathematics witnessed the rise of mathematicians in
academies and university professorsof mathematics and astronomy. Barrow,
and, subsequently,Newton at Cambridge were among the most prominentof
the university mathematicians, along with Wallis at Oxford and Gregory at
Edinburgh. But this was a period of declining enrollments and intellectual
activity at universities, and courts and academies were the main centres of
scientific activity (Collins, 1981).
A second important organizational change was in progress at this time.
The book-publishing industry was developing. In the sixteenth century, a
small number of books were published which were devoted to or at least included some mathematics. More efficient and specialized networks of scientific communication emerged in the seventeenth century. Individuals like
Mersenne in Paris in the early seventeenth century, and Henry Oldenburg
and John Collins in London later on, served as informal "message centres."
By keeping up an active correspondencewith scientists and mathematicians
both in their own countries and abroad, they were able to inform an
"in-group"of interested persons of current intellectual developments. At the
same time that ad hoc patronage was being transformed in the 1660s and
1670s into regular appointments at royal academies, the informal correspondence network began to be replaced by the first scientific journals
(Price, 1975: 165). These two organizational changes are the context for the
next mathematical controversy we discuss (Hall, 1981; Broad, 1975;
Hofmann, 1972; 1973; Cohen, 1974).
During the mid-1600s, a number of mathematicians had made advances
in dealing with infinitesimals while working on squaring the circle, measuring curvilinearfigures, problemsof motion, and algebraic series. In the years
after 1665, the young Cambridge mathematician Newton developed a general method in what we know as the calculus. He apparently did not have a
clear idea of its importance, and worked with a clumsy and unsettled notation. In 1669, Newton sent Collins, at his request, a rather obscure paper on
the subject; shortly thereafter, he began but failed to finish a longer treatise
on his "method of fluxions." Newton was more interested in publishing his
theory of optics (in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society).
But this work was widely criticized by Newton's peers, and this prompted
him to withdraw from scientific activity for a number of years to pursue interests in theology and alchemy (Westfall, 1980).
In 1672, Leibniz arrived in Paris as a young diplomat in the service of a
German prince. Leibniz was educated in law and philosophy;he knew virtu206

ally no mathematics.He was, however,very ambitious,and had already
frameda proposalfor reformingall intellectualdiscourseon the basis of a
universallogical symbolism.Therewas a great deal of interestin sciencein
Paris, fostered by the new Academie des Sciences. In this atmosphere,
Leibnizestablishedpersonalconnectionswith leadingscientists,and learned
mathematicsfromChristianHuygensandothers.He visitedLondonin 1673
as a memberof a diplomaticmission,and quicklyassociatedhimself with
scientificcirclesthere.On the strengthof his inventionof a rudimentarycalculating machine,Leibniz was elected to the Royal Society. At the same
time, he madean unfavorableimpressionon manyscientistsand mathematicians by makingunsupportedclaimsabouthis accomplishments
and proposing an algebraicseries for squaringthe circle alreadypublishedby several
mathematicians.Such rash pronouncementspreventedLeibniz from being
appointedto a positionat the College de Francein 1675 (Hofmann,1973:
161). Nevertheless,he becamepart of Oldenburg'sand Collins'correspondence network,and inquiredaboutthe workof Englishmathematicians.With
Oldenburgand Collins as intermediaries,Newton and Leibniz exchanged
lettersin 1676 and 1677. Leibnizmanagedto persuadeNewton to send him
a descriptionof his work on infinite series. Apparentlysuspiciousabout
Leibniz'smotives,Newton mentionedhis fluxionalcalculusin a singlecryptic sentencein the form of an anagram.This same strategyhad been employedby Tartagliain his initialresponseto Cardan'sinquiriesaboutthe secret formulafor the cubicequation.
Leibnizdid not get much direct informationfrom Newton. Yet it was
preciselyduringthis periodwhen reportsof Englishachievementsin science
and mathematicswerecirculatingthat Leibnizrapidlyperfectedhis owncalculus, using a clearerand moreuseful notationthan Newton'sHe described
this work to Newton, but Newton did not considerit significant.Because
Leibnizwas still in many ways a novice,Newton may have underestimated
his mathematicalabilities.
Leibnizleft Paristo enterthe diplomaticserviceof an importantGerman
statesman,the Duke of Brunswick.As a result, in part, of Leibniz'sgenealogical researchesand diplomaticmaneuvers,his employerwas elevated
fromDuketo Electorof the Holy RomanEmpirein 1692, and eventuallybecame heirto the Englishthrone(succeedingas GeorgeI in 1714). Duringhis
travels,Leibnizmadeimportantcontactsin the risingGermanstate, Prussia,
as well as with the emperorsof Russia and Austria. Leibnizbecame a respectedand successfulpoliticianat severalcourts.His politicalconnections
and intellectualreputationreinforcedeach other. In 1682, the first specialized intellectualjournal in Germany,Acta Eruditorum,was founded at
Leipzig by membersof Leibniz's intellectual circle, in emulationof the
Academiedes Sciences' Memoires and the Royal Society's Philosophical
Transactions.Now that he controlleda publicationindependentof English
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and Frenchinfluences,Leibnizpublishedthe algebraicserieshe hadbragged
aboutin Londonwithoutcitingany predecessors.
In 1684 and 1686, Leibnizpublishedbrief descriptionsof his calculus
and suggestedthat it openedup a new epochin the historyof mathematics.
His expositionwas highly compressed,but it revealedthe programmatic
valueof his method.The Swissmathematician
JakobBernoulli(Professorat
Basle) and his youngerbrotherJohannpromptlyrecognizedthe powerof
Leibniz'smethod.The superiorityof the newcalculusquicklybecameknown
amongContinentalmathematicians
througha seriesof challengespublished
in Acta. A Parisiannobleman,the Marquisde l'Hospital,hired Johann
Bertoullito teach him the new method.In 1696, l'Hospitalpublishedthe
first calculustextbookand becamethe leaderof a rapidlyexpandinggroup
of Frenchmathematicians.Leibnizpublishedrelativelylittle in mathematwiththe Bernoullis,l'Hospital,andmany
ics, butthroughhis correspondence
known
the
he
became
as
others,
leading mathematicianin Europe.He
a
similar
in
enjoyed
reputation philosophyas a resultof his extensivecorrewith
Arnaud,Bayle, and other leadingintellectuals;this was so
spondence
eventhoughhis philosophicalworkswerenot to appearin print,for the most
part,untilafter 1710.
During most of this time, Newton remainedcomparativelyobscure.
Cambridgehad rapidlydeterioratedas an intellectualcentre(Stone, 1974).
OldenburgandCollinsweredead,andNewtonwasisolatedfromthe London
intellectualcommunity.Newton'sreputationreboundedafter he published
his synthesisof terrestrialand astronomicalphysicsin the Principia(1687).
Shortlythereafter,Newtonleft his seclusionto becomea vehementadvocate
at Cambridgeof the 1688revolution,agitatingagainstthe dangerof a Catholic restorationand representingthe universityin Parliament.In 1690, rewardedwith a Londonpost as Wardenof the Mint, he left Cambridgefor
party
good.As Britainworkedout a limitedmonarchyand a parliamentary
systemduringthe nextdecade,Newton'spopularityas England'sleadingintellectualgrew.In 1703,he becamepresidentforlife of the RoyalSociety.In
the mid-1690s,Newton'snationalisticfollowersbeganto defendhis claimsto
priorityin the calculus,andto attackLeibniz.Underpressurefromhis advocates,Newtonfinallypublishedhis old paperson the fluxionalcalculusin an
appendixto his bookon Opticsin 1704andagainin 1711.
As the attacksagainst him escalated,Leibnizretaliatedby publishing
(anonymously)a reviewof Opticsin Acta that supportedhis ownclaimsfor
priority.Subsequently,a letterby JohannBernoulliaccusingNewtonof plagiarismwas publishedanonymouslyin Acta. Leibnizand Bernoullibehaved
courteouslyto Newton in their publicstatements,but carriedon a covert
attack.Therewas probablya politicalmotiveoperatingin this controversy.
The settlementof royalsuccessionnegotiatedbetweenthe Englishpartiesin
1701placedLeibniz'semployer,the Electorof Hanover,in line to inheritthe
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Englishthrone;it was thereforeimportantfor Leibniznot to alienatehimself
in Englishpoliticalcircles.Conversely,the attacksby Newton'sEnglishsupporterson Leibniz and the Continentalscience establishmentescalated at
just the time that theirpoliticalpositionwithinEnglandimproved;they may
have felt threatenedby the possibilitythat Leibniz'swell-organizedContinentalmachinemightbe broughtto Londonunderroyalpatronage.6
The Newton-Leibnizdisputebecamea matterfor official investigation.
In 1713, Newton riggedthe reportof a Royal Society committee(whichincluded token representationfrom the internationaldiplomaticworld)in his
favor.Leibnizand Newtoneventuallyaccusedeach otherof plagiarism,misrepresentedthe facts of the case, andwrotesupposedlyimpartialvindications
under the cover of anonymity.The behaviorof their partisanswas even
worse.The resultwas a majorsplit betweenEnglishand Continentalscience.
Newton's physicswas attackedby the Leibniziansas a quasi-religioussystem containing"occult"qualities(the force of gravity),and hence a retreat
from Cartesianmaterialismto the metaphysicsof the Middle Ages - in
short,it was seen as a returnfromthe intellectualpositionof the liberalregimes to that of the reactionaryclericalones.7Newton's physicseventually
made its way into Holland in the 1720s, and France in the 1730s, but
Germanyheld out for the Leibnizianpositionto the end of the century.The
Britishstayed faithful to Newton'sfluxionalcalculusuntil the early 1800s,
cuttingthemselvesoff fromthe majormathematicaldevelopmentsof an entire century.
The sociologicalsignificanceof the Newton-Leibnizcontroversyis not a
simplematterof priorityor simultaneousdiscovery.The notionthat it is the
sheerlogic in the developmentof ideasthat accountsfor multiplediscoveries
is an idealistratherthan a sociologicalposition.What we see in the cases examinedso far are situationsinvolvingintensecompetitionamongambitious
individuals.As in many other cases in the historyof science, the veryfact
that a problemis explicitly posed and that a solution is knownto exist is
crucial for stimulatingintellectualadvance.Although the problemof the
6. See Thackray, 1970-1971.
7. We cannot pursue the deeper connections between mathematics, theology, economics, politics,
and social issues hinted at in this paragraph. For important insights on these connections see,
for example, Merchant (1980: 275ff.), and Restivo (1981b). It should be noted that the idea
that Newton and Leibniz "invented"the calculus needs to be qualified in two ways. First, and
more trivial, their work built on centuries of work, paralleled in many respects the work of
their contemporaries (e.g., Barrow), and was followed by further work on what is best viewed
as a developing mathematical idea and system, rather than a static concept discovered or invented "once-and-for-all"at a specific point in historical and cultural time and space. Second,
and more important, there was not one calculus. The systems of Newton and Leibniz were
rooted in different philosphies of nature and ultimately in two different world views (see Hall,
1980; Shapin, 1981).
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cubicequationhad defiedsolutionfor millenia,withina few yearsafter the
Tartaglia-Fiorecontestin 1535 the cubic solutionwas generalizedbeyond
specialcases;andthe biquadraticwasposed,solved,andgeneralizedthrough
the competitiveactivitiesof Cardan,Colla,Ferrari,and Bombelli.The social
situationthat producedLeibniz'sratherarrogantambitionwas crucialfor
stimulatingthe advancefromthe fragmentaryeffortsof earliermathematiformulationof the calculus.Individualamciansto a general,programmatic
bitionand competitionwereintensifiedby an organizationalshift in the social resources available for rewarding mathematicians during the
and Newton-Leibnizperiods.IntellectuallyambitiousinCardan-Tartaglia
dividualslike Leibnizwereboundto appearbecauseof the opportunities
providedby the riseof patronagein the academies,especiallythe opportunityto
controltheirownsubsidizedpublications,the newscientificjournals.
formsandtheirentreLeibnizwas an advocateof the neworganizational
preneurpar excellence. He engineered the first scientific journal in Germany

and used his politicalconnectionsto found the Berlinand St. Petersburg
academies,becomingpresidentfor life of the latter organization.He also
to establishacademiesat DresdenandVienna.He contried,unsuccessfully,
trolled academy publicationsand staffed their paid positions with his
followers.Severalgenerationsof the Bernoullifamily,theirstudentLeonard
Euler, and other majorEuropeanmathematicianslike Legendreheld the
mathematicalpostsat Berlinand St. Petersburgduringthe 1700s,and used
these organizationalresources to produce significant advances in the
Leibniziancalculus.Leibnizmustrankas one of the mostsuccessfulorganiforms
zationbuildersin the historyof science;he createdbothorganizational
andan intellectualcontentto fill them.
Leibnizactedlike an innovativecaptainof industryin the age of the robber barons.He was awareof everyopportunity- organizational,political,
and intellectual.In his early days in Parisand London,he workedhis way
into the mostprominentnetworksandaggressivelyfamiliarizedhimselfwith
the most importantintellectualtrends.Thereis no evidencethat he plagiarized,but ratherthat he learnedas muchas he couldaboutwhatthe leading
intellectualswere thinkingand exploitedthis in his own interests.He went
throughthe unpublishedmanuscriptsof Descartesand Pascal (Hofmann,
1973:161). He inducedSpinozato let him see the manuscriptfor Ethics,in
which Spinoza deduceda system of philosophyin geometric(axiomatic)
form. Leibniz'sphilosophy(which goes beyondSpinoza) became famous
while Spinoza'sremainedunpublishedand obscurefor a century.Leibniz
wasadeptat pickingup hintsthroughhis inquiries,developingthemrapidly,
and beatingthe originatorsinto print.After readinga reviewof Newton's
Principiain 1689, he hurriedlywrotea seriesof articlesfor Acta outlining
his own theory of astronomicalphysics without mentioning Newton
(Hofmann,1973:151).
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Although not as organizationallyinnovativeas Leibniz, Newton also,
once he was firmlyestablishedin power,acted like an arrogantintellectual
baron. He was a tyrannicalpresidentof the Royal Society, controllingits
membershipand cutting short its debates. He and his collaboratorHalley
published the findings of the Astronomer Royal, Flamsteed, without
Flamsteed'spermission.Newton staffedpositionsat the Mint with his scientific followersas a formof patronage(Cohen, 1974:83). It seemsclear that
Newton, especiallyin his later years,was moreinterestedin establishinghis
own "school"than in the advancementof mathematics.His attentionduring
the dispute with Leibniz was focused entirely on establishinghis priority
forty years earlier,not with what might be done to fostermathematicaldevelopmentsusing either his own or Leibniz'ssystem. Leibniztended to be
whereasNewton was more of an intelprogrammaticand forward-looking,
lectual traditionalistwho rarely saw the significanceof his own advances
until otherspointedthem out to him. His Principiawas arguedentirelyin
the style of traditionalEuclideangeometry,with scarcelyany mentionor use
of his calculus (even though he had used the new methodsto reach his results). If Newton had been motivatedprimarilyby a concernfor advancing
science, he would have recognizedthe superiorityof Leibniz'sformulation,
adoptedit, and used it to furtherEnglishmathematics.Ironically,Newton's
mathematical"comeback"after his workin physicshad helpedto makehim
a powerfulfigure in London,enabledhim to championa schoolof thought
that had becomereactionarycomparedto Continentalmathematics.
Newton operatedin a traditionalintellectualstructure.He was a university professorat a time when medieval-styleuniversitieswere in decline.He
achievedfame whenthe correspondence
networkwas active,and fadedfrom
attentionwhenit was not. The Newton-Leibnizcontroversyin fact pointsup
the weaknessesof the informalmessagecentresystem.It dependedtoo heavily on a few key individuals;the Britishnetworkfell apartafter Oldenburg
and Collinsdied in the 1670s.The systemdid not spreadideasor reputations
very widely, since relativelyfew individualscould actually receive letters.
Posting letters abroadwas especiallyexpensive,since no postal system existed - and a "message centre" like Collins or Mersenne had to find
travellersto act as courierswhen they wantedto send informationabroad.
And the dependenceof the networkon personalgoodwill madeit difficultto
handle controversies,even in the form of mere differencesof intellectual
opinion(Hall, 1980: 63). Oldenburgoften lost contact with correspondents
who took issue with what he reported.And Newton's suspicionsin correspondingwith the inquiringLeibnizare indicativeof a systemof communication that neither insuredsafe public claims to prioritynor the open and
free exchangeof information.
There are other instances of robber baron behavior in this period.
L'Hospital'scalculus textbook was actually written by Johann Bernoulli,
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who was pressured to communicate his methods only to his employer,
1'Hospital(i.e., as secret, private property). This recalls the relationship between Cardan and his servant Ferrari, and the patrimonial household of
Scipione del Ferro. The Bernoulli family, too, operated almost as a patrimonial unit in which intellectual creativity was not individuallycredited but was
used as the propertyof the head of the family. Johann Bernoulli learned his
mathematics from his older brother Jakob (fifteen years his senior), and
later inherited Jakob's position of professor of mathematics at Basle. In the
newer cosmopolitan market for mathematics that was now emerging, patrimonial control of intellectual propertycould no longer be readily maintained.
Jakob and Johann Bernoulli had furious struggles over intellectual property,
and Jakob expelled his younger brother from his house. After Jakob's death
in 1705, Johann published Jakob's solution to the isoperimetric problem as
his own (Hooper, 1948: 344); and during the dispute with Newton, Johann
claimed credit for the discovery of a mathematical flaw in Newton's work
actually made by his nephew Daniel Bernoulli (Hall, 1980: 198). Similarly,
the Scottish mathematician, David Gregory, took credit for results inherited
from his uncle, James Gregory, his predecessor in the mathematics chair at
Edinburgh(Hall, 1980: 36-37).
Without the organizational shifts we have noted, the patrimonial household would have gone unchallenged and the head of the household's right to
subordinates' intellectual products would have been no more a matter for
controversythan the Guild Master's right to sell journeymen's products. As
prominent figures in the seventeenth-century organizational shift, Leibniz,
Newton, l'Hospital, and the Bernoullis not only acted like robber barons,
they were involvedin the creation of a genuine mathematical empire.

Abel and Galois vs. Cauchy and the FrenchAcademie
The organizational forms pioneered by Leibniz dominated European mathematics until the early 1800s. Leibnizian mathematics dominated the intellectual content of European mathematics too. The danger of the national
academies system was that the relatively small in-group that controlled it
might eventually lose its intellectual elan. This was especially likely to occur
as time passed and the enthusiasm and ambition generated by new opportunities declined; an academy might even fall into the hands of mediocre intellectuals or non-scientists as in the case of several academies in the 1700s
(Ben-David, 1971: 77). There was also the danger, illustrated by the Royal
Society in the eighteenth century, that the academies might become nationalistic and exclude non-native researchersand their creative products.
At the turn of the nineteenth century, world mathematics was dominated
French Academie. The Academie offered a few well-financed posithe
by
tions for its leading members and publicized mathematical achievements in
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its journaland in internationalprizecompetitions.Nevertheless,by the early
1800s, the Academiewas becomingstagnant.Innovativemathematicswas
now becoming associated with a rival organizational form: the new
research-oriented
university,pioneeredat G6ttingenin the late 1700s and
made famousby the foundingof the Universityof Berlinin 1810. The new
universityform went along with the rise of public primaryand secondary
education;a major purposeof the universitywas to train school teachers
(Ben-David,1971:108-138).France,like England,did not reformits universities and establishpublicschoolsuntil late in the nineteenthcentury.As a
result, innovationsin fields such as mathematicstended to come from
Germanyand from other peripheralcountriesundergoingeducationalreformas part of their own nationalisticmovements.The majormathematical
scandalsin the early 1800sreflectthis conflictbetweenthe old academysystem and the neweruniversity-based,mathematicalcommunity(Ore, 1970;
Freudenthal, 1971; Taton, 1972; Costabel, 1978; Raven and
GrattanGuiness,1972).
In 1826, a youngNorwegian,Neils HenrikAbel, travelledto Parison a
small stipendfrom his governmentto presenta majormathematicaldiscovery at the world mathematicalcentre. Norway had recentlybecomeindependentof Denmarkand had establishedits own educationalsystem. Abel
studiedat Norway'sfirst nationaluniversity.His father was a leadingnationalistpolitician.Whenhis fatherdied,Abel was left dependentuponslender meansof support.
Abel had solved the majormathematicalpuzzle of his day. He proved
that it was impossibleto solve an equationof the 5th degreeby meansof a
generalformulasuch as thoseavailablefor cubicand biquadraticequations);
and he had discoveredan entirelynew realmof mathematics:transcendental
functions.The Parismathematicalestablishmentignoredbothof Abel'scontributions. His paper on transcendental functions, submitted to the
Academie,was "lost"by one of the referees,Cauchy.Abel was in no position
to protesteffectively,and could not affordto stay in Paris. He died in 1829
of tuberculosis,pennilessand without an academic position.The scandal
emerged when German mathematicianswho knew of Abel's other works
made his researchon transcendentalfunctionsknown in France, and the
Norwegiangovernmentformallyprotestedthe loss of Abel's paper.Under
these pressures,Cauchyfoundthe paperand it was awardeda posthumous
GrandPrizeby the Academiein 1830.8
8. There were two referees for this paper. The second, Legendre, apparently never saw the paper
before Cauchy lost it. After corresponding with the German mathematician Jacobi, he became aware of its existence, and took the initiative in having Abel given posthumous credit
(Ore, 1970: 12-17). The fact that Legendre and Cauchy together officially proposed Abel for
a prize in 1829 has been taken by some historians as evidence of Cauchy's good faith
(Freudenthal, 1971: 134), but it is clear that Cauchy was acting under pressure when he made
these belated amends.
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A similar case occurred a few years later. In 1829, Evariste Galois, a
young radical student at the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris, submitted a
paper to the Academie on the general theory of the solvability of equations
by means of the theory of groups. Cauchy received the paper. He declared
(erroneously) that Abel had priority, rejected the paper informally, and
made no official report to the Academie. Galois prepareda second paper that
was officially submitted for the prize in 1830 and assigned to the aging
mathematician Fourier for evaluation. Fourier died a few months later and
the paper was lost among his possessions;the Academie did not inquire about
it, and Galois' claims were ignored. In 1832, a third version of Galois' paper
was rejected by the referee Poisson, who labelled it incomprehensible.
Shortly thereafter, Galois was killed in a politically motivated duel, and his
contributionwas buried for fourteen years.
The cases of Abel and Galois reflect an academy structure that provided
an elite membership with extraordinarypower. A paper lost or buried by a
single referee could be denied recognition. Cauchy kept Legendre from even
knowing of the existence of Abel's 1826 memoir; no one followed up on what
happened to Galois' second paper after Fourier died; Galois' third paper was
rejected on the evaluation of Poisson alone, an uninspired mathematician
lording it over the Paris establishment in the wake of Cauchy's departure.
The highly centralized Academie was not self-policing, and there were no
safeguards against mediocrity or bias within its own ranks.
There is no evidence here of a conservative old guard rejecting the
innovationsof a paradigm-breakingnew guard. It is rather a matter of a new
guard versus a rival new guard. Although he was the villain in these
instances, Cauchy nevertheless was one of the two great mathematicians
(along with Gauss at G6ttingen) who led the nineteenth-centurymathematical community's ascent into higher mathematics. Cauchy was already a
leader in the areas in which Abel and Galois were working - the theory of
groups (Galois), and the use of new rigorous standards of proof, the basis of
Abel's new proofs and functions. Cauchy was acting to protect his turf.
Cauchy's behavior was that of a robber baron, but not in the
organization-buildingstyle of Leibniz. Cauchy played the advantages of controlling an already established Leibnizian organization for all they were
worth. He used the publications of the Academie virtually as a private preserve; members of the Academie could publish their own works without review, and Cauchy worked at a furious pace - swamping the official printers
and becoming one of the two most prolific mathematicians of all time (the
other being Euler, at the Berlin and St. Petersburg academies, who had a
similar privilege of publishing whatever he wrote). The ability to publish rapidly helped Cauchy dominate European mathematics. In his haste, he often
presented his ideas sloppily (in a way reminiscent of the young Leibniz), and
without recognizing their significance. Cauchy specialized in skimming the
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creamoff each new areaas it openedup. He frequentlyusedhis positionas a
refereefor the Academieto advancehimself.He wouldhold up a submitted
paperwhile he wrote his own contributionon the paper'stopic, publishhis
paper first, and then require the author to recognize his priority
(Freudenthal,1971: 134-135). Cauchy was involvedin many prioritydisputesandwas often accusedof greedandunfairplay (Bell, 1937:293).
Unlike the politicallibertarianLeibniz,Cauchywas an outspokenconservative.For him science was part of the privilegedestablishment,and he
habituallymixed science with political preferences.It is not unlikelythat
Cauchy was antagonisticto Abel and Galois for political reasons. Both
youngmen wereradicals;Abel was a Norwegiannationalist,and Galoiswas
a participantin the 1830 revolutionand was arrestedin subsequentdemonstrationspressingfor greaterliberalization.One can hardlyimagineCauchy
givingdisinterestedadvicewhenhe rejectedGalois'papershortlybeforethe
outbreak.
revolutionary
Cauchy's extreme conservatismwas perhaps appropriatefor the last
great figureof the FrenchAcademie.As the periodof its intellectualdominationcame to a close, the Academiebecamean intellectuallyreactionary
force. While Cauchy's political biases are idiosyncratic,his behavior is
consistentwith the highly centralized,elitist structureof the Frenchscientific world(Ben-David,1971;Clark, 1973). The powerof the entiresystem
was concentratedin a few positionsin Paris,in organizationsacknowledged
to be the most prestigiousin the world.This structureencouragedextreme
arroganceand egotism. Cauchy's behaviorhas earlier parallels in other
fields. Lavoisierwas anotherextremelyambitiousman, a great systematizer
who created the nomenclatureand the theoreticalfoundationsof modern
chemistry.He had no compunctionsaboutpublishingotherpeople'sfindings
withoutacknowledgements.
His discoveryof oxygenin 1775 came after dining with Priestly,who later accusedhim of stealinghis ideas (Guerlac,1973:
74-76). PerhapsLavoisier'sbehaviorwas related to his convictionthat he
was bringingchemistryto a state of final perfection;he may have felt that
the contributionsand disagreementsof earlier scientists were irrelevant.
Laplace,anotherambitioussystem-builder,and a politicalopportunist,was
also carelessaboutacknowledgements.
A good deal of what he publishedon
the theoryof universalgravitation,for example,was takenverbatimfromthe
more retiringLagrange(Hooper, 1948: 360). Laplacetoo seemedto think
that science was being broughtto perfectedclosurein his works.This attitude was widespreadamongthe elite Frenchscientistsof the late eighteenth
century.Eventhe modestLagrangewrotein 1781 that he thoughttherewas
nothingfurtherto be discoveredin mathematics(LeLionnais,1971:244).
The Frenchscientificelite did not haveto face rivalpowers.These scientists often felt that if they did not achievesomething,no one else would.The
very existence of scandals, however,indicated the rise of countervailing
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forces in opposition to the dominant structure. Abel and Galois eventually
came to prominence in centres rivalling those dominated by Cauchy. A rival
centre in Berlin came to Abel's defense. The new German university
spawned independentjournals open to a variety of scholars. In 1826, Leopold
Crelle founded the first journal in the world devoted exclusively to mathematics (Bell, 1937: 314-317). In his first volume, Crelle published a number
of Abel's papers, including his great contributionon equations of the fifth degree. Through Crelle's sponsorshipof the talented Abel, the German mathematician Jacobi heard of the missing memoir on transcendental functions
and inquired about its whereabouts. The memoir was eventually recovered
and brought to the attention of mathematicians. Similarly, Galois was rediscovered by Joseph Liouville, whose goal was apparentlyto establish a French
rival to the publications of the Academie. Galois' paper was published in the
first issue of Liouville's new journal in 1846 (Kramer, 1970: 25-26).
In contrast to Lagrange's time, when leading intellectuals thought their
fields were coming to an end as realms of discovery, in Cauchy's era the organizational structure of the scientific was becoming pluralized, reflecting
and stimulating new pathways in science. The new, reformed universitiesbecame competitive with the French system of centralized, elite science. The
density of scientific competitors increased sharply, causing a shift in mathematics to much more rigorous and abstract methods. This was the beginning
of the end of the robber baron era. From now on, institutionalized competition among organizational centres would no longer allow the ruthless scientific egotism characteristic of the giants of the past.9

Cantor vs. Kronecker:the transitionto saintly politicians
University professors increasingly dominated nineteenth-centurymathematics, especially in the network of competing German universities. The tendency towards abstraction and systematization characteristic of educational
settings (Collins, 1975: 487-492) produced a mathematics far removed from
the empirical world and the categories of common sense. Controversiesbegan to develop over the proper status of these levels of abstraction. Georg
Cantor (1845-1918) was an outspoken leader of the movement for extreme
abstraction without regard for the paradoxical conclusions to which this
might lead. In the 1870s and 1880s, Cantor developed the theory of
transfinite sets. By contrast, the Berlin professor Leopold Kronecker
9.Grabinger (1981) identifies Lagrange as a crucial transition figure separating the era of
Newton, Maclaurin, Euler and d'Alembert from the era of Cauchy, Abel, Bolzano,
Weierstrassand Dedekind. While Grabinger'srhetoric of revolutionarychange obscures important continuities, her sensitivity to the relationship between teaching and rigorization is
noteworthyand congruentwith our analysis.
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(1823-1891) arguedthat only naturalnumbers(positiveintegers)exist, and
that all mathematicsmust be derivedfrom them in a finite series of operations. Cantorand Kroneckerbecamebitterrivals,each tryingto preventthe
other from publishing his work (Dauben, 1979; van Heijenoort, 1967;
Parpart,1976). Kroneckerwas an associateeditor of Crelle's Journal (in
collaborationwith Borchardt,who had succeededCrelle);in 1878 he triedto
blockpublicationof Cantor'smajorpaperon dimension.The paperwas finally publishedby Borchardt,but thereafterCantorrefusedto submitarticles
to Crelle's Journal. Kroneckeralso tried to suppress Heine's paper on
trigonometric series because it deviated from the integer program.
Kronecker'stactic was much like Cauchy's;he held onto the paperwithout
informingHeine about it. But powerwas less centralizedthan in Cauchy's
situation,and Heinewas finallyable to get Borchardtto publishthe paperby
comingto Berlinanddemandingan accounting.
Kroneckerinitially had more resourcesat his commandthan Cantor.
After Borchardt'sdeath in 1880, Kroneckerbecame editor of Crelle's
Journal.Kroneckerwas a memberof the BerlinAcademyand of manyforeign academies.He was also independentlywealthy.He had influentialconnectionsin governmentand his advicewas widelysolicitedin filling univerwith leadingmathematicians.Cantorhad been a student
sity professorships
at Berlin (where Kroneckerhad been one of his teachers) as well as at
Gottingen,the other leading mathematicalcentre;but he was consistently
disbarredfrom an appointmentat either of these universities.He bitterly
noted that he earnedhalf the salaryof other full professors,and attributed
his careerfrustrationsto Kronecker'sopposition.
Cantorwas not withoutresourcesof his own. Mittag-Leffler,editor of
Acta Mathematica,the rival to Crelle'sJournal, was instrumentalin publishing Cantor'sresearch.When Kroneckerproposedto submit a paper to
Acta Mathematicain 1884,showingthe insignificanceof the resultsof modern functionand set theory,Cantorthreatenedto withdrawhis supportfor
the journalif any of Kronecker'spolemicalarticles appeared.Cantoralso
playeda Kronecker-likerole in the controversyover infinitesimals;he used
the same polemicaldevices to opposethe Italian mathematicianVeronese
that he complainedKroneckerusedto opposehim.'0
Cantorbuilt a new organizationalbase to counteractKronecker'shold
over Germanmathematics.He was the drivingforce behindthe establishment of a separatemathematicalsociety, independentof the older associa10. Cantor accused du Bois-Reymond of finding the doctrine of mathematical infinitesimals "excellent nourishment for the satisfaction of his own burning ambition and conceit." Cantor
viewed the mathematical quest, not in terms of the disinterested search for truth, but as "a
question of power, and that kind of question can never be decided by way of persuasion; the
question is which ideas are the most powerful, comprehensive, and fruitful, Kronecker's or
mine; only success will in time decide our struggle!!"(Parpart, 1976: 56).
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tion that linked German mathematicians and astronomersin a section of the
Gesellscahft Deutscher Naturforscher Und Aertze (Society of German Researchers and Doctors). In 1891, the Deutsche Mathematiker-Vereinigung
(German Mathematical Union) was founded, with Cantor as its first
president. In his further efforts to break from the Berlin-centred "conspiracy," Cantor organized the First International Congress of Mathematicians,
which met at Zurich in 1897 (Wavre, 1971).
Cantor's efforts succeeded both intellectually and organizationally. The
increasing density of the mathematical population and specialization and
professionalizationin mathematics facilitated acceptance of Cantor's work.
With a sharp rise in the number of practising mathematicians, the increasingly viable peripheral universities broke the hold of centres like Berlin and
Gottingen on world mathematics. The struggle between Kroneckerand Cantor, however, was not a conflict between traditional and innovative forms of
mathematics, but between rival new paradigms. Kroneckerwas not a mathematical traditionalist; in opposing an actual infinity and irrational,
transcendental,and transfinite numbers, he was forced to reconstructmathematics on a radically new basis. He foreshadowed the twentieth-century
school of intuitionists,just as Cantor pioneeredin what became the formalist
program. Both sides pressed for greater rigor in mathematics, but were divided sharply on the issue of how to achieve it.
By the turn of the century, the large scale of the mathematical community and its academic bias toward rigor and systematization had outdated the
strictly interpersonalcompetition between mathematicians over solutions to
particular problems. The social conditions that had produced the robber
baron had given way to a setting that involved collective conflict among synthesizing schools with rival programs. Even Kronecker and Cantor did not
battle simply for individual credit in the manner characteristic of earlier
mathematicians. Their successors shifted their style to efface themselves before the collectivity. The robberbaron gave way to the "saintly politician."
In the twentieth century, for the first time, mathematicians began to
publish co-authored papers. By the 1960s, 60 percent of mathematicians
were publishing collaboratively at least some of the time (Hargens, 1975:
51). The Cambridge mathematician G.H. Hardy was one of the first mathematicians to publish with a collaborator. Hardy published hundreds of
co-authored papers, many of them with the poorly schooled Indian,
Ramanujan (Barkill, 1972). Whereas a sixteenth or seventeenth-century
mathematician might have picked Ramanujan'sbrain or appropriatedhis results without compunction, Hardy sponsored Ramanujan's way to England
and credited the Indian's independent work. Hardy's compatriot, Bertrand
Russell, made similar efforts to credit and publicize Frege for anticipating
his results, even though Russell had finished his own work before reading
Frege, and even though Frege was in a different country and virtually un-
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known at the time (Russell, 1938: xvi, 501-522; Whiteheadand Russell,
1910: viii). Russell had publishedhis own most famous work, Principia
Mathematica, with himself as second author (Whitehead and Russell,
1910), althoughthe workcontaineda doctrinethat he had himself already
workedout andpublishedin his Principlesof Mathematics(Russell,1903).
The leader of the Gottingenschool of formalists,David Hilbert,was a
saintly politicianin virtuallyevery respect.Unlike Cauchy,he championed
academicunderdogs,opposedrestrictionson women and political radicals
(even though his own politicswere conservative),and combattedacademic
anti-semitism. In contrast to the nationalistic behavior of the
Newton-Leibnizera, Hilbertin Germany,like Russell in England,opposed
chauvinismin mathematicsand honoredenemymathematiciansevenduring
the furorof WorldWar I (Kramer,1970:467-469;Freudenthal,1972;Reid,
1970).
Twentieth-centurymathematicianshave emphasizedby word and deed
that science is a collective enterprise.The most extreme case is that of
Nicolas Bourbaki,not a person but a pseudonymfor a group of French
mathematicianswho publishedcollectively(Kramer,1970: 467-469; Boas,
1970). "Bourbaki"representsan effort to unify modern mathematicsin
terms of the theoryof groups.Similarly,Russell and Whiteheadsoughtto
deduce all of mathematicsfrom a simple,logical foundation;and Hilbert's
formalistprogramextendedhis GottingenpredecessorFelix Klein'sprogram
for unifyinggeometryaroundan axiomaticstructureto all of mathematics.
of the historyof mathematicsas a colThese"unifiers"werehyper-conscious
lectiveenterprise.They not only meticulouslyacknowledgedearliercontributors, but tended to efface themselvesbefore the advancesthey expectedin
the future. They differed in this respect from Lavoisier, Laplace, and
Lagrange,whobelievedtherewouldsoonbe no newcontributionsto be made
in their fields. Russell was explicit about where his work neededto be extended, and he credited methods he thought should supercede his
(Whiteheadand Russell, 1927: xiv-xv). Hilbert, a strong supporterof the
InternationalCongressof Mathematicians,gave a famous programmatic
speechat its secondmeetingin 1900;he identifieda set of unsolvedproblems
for futuremathematicians."A branchof scienceis full of life," he said, "as
long as it offers an abundanceof problems;a lack of problemsis a sign of
death"(Weil, 1971: 324). Five years later, a leaderof the Bourbakigroup,
Andre Weil, proposeda similarprogramand invokedhis "political"theme
for the discipline:
...there are very few really important problems which are not intimately related to others which,
at first sight, seem to be far removed from them. When a branch of mathematics ceases to interest
any but the specialists, it is very near to its death, or at any rate dangerously close to a paralysis,
from which it can be rescued only by being plunged back into the vivifying sources of the science.
(Weil, 1971: 333)
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This view of mathematics as an ongoing and interconnected enterprise led
mathematicians to submerge themselves in the collective.
Collectivist attitudes among twentieth-century mathematicians have
been structurally induced. Mathematicians have had to become altruists in
order to pursue any major intellectual ambitions. The growth of the mathematical community and the development of numerous special fields
threatened to make it difficult or nearly impossible for individual mathematicians to have their publications recognized (Hagstrom, 1964; Hargens,
1975). To excel under the new circumstances, one could no longer try to
solve all concrete mathematical problems oneself, in the manner of Cardan.
Nor could one, following Leibniz's example, found an intellectual program
capable of dominating the world of mathematics. It was no longer possible to
emulate Cauchy and try to personally rule the mathematical world with fanatical work habits and by controllinga centralized publishingsystem. In the
twentieth century, the ambitious mathematician had to produce results applicable in many different areas of mathematics; the object had to be system
building on a highly abstract level. The modern concern with the foundations
of mathematics is one result of this structural characteristic of the mathematical community.
Despite structural changes, the engine of mathematical innovation continues to be fueled by aggressive and competitive behavior. What has
changed is that this behavior is now grounded in collective, organizational
forms. The successful empire builder can no longer create a personal empire;
he or she must act politically and create organizations. Extreme politeness,
crediting others, exhorting others to work in certain directions, and a collective, organizationalconsciousness are, in general, indispensiblefor success in
the modern environment. We are not saying that collectivism and altruism
extend without limits. If individuals who belong to one's school are acknowledged for their contributions, rival schools are treated with less courtesy.
This is especially true of the antagonistic schools, like Brouwer's
intuitionism, that arose in opposition to the systematizers.'1 Even the
anti-systems movement has become a rival system under modernconditions.
The era of system builders enforces ideals of altruism, self-effacement,
dedication to collective goals, and an orientation to transcendentpurposes"for the glory of the human spirit," in the words of Hilbert and Weil. The
Mertonian image of science is based on twentieth-centuryideals. Underlying
these ideals is a structure of collective competition within which ambitious
11. The intuitionists' program necessitated jettisoning large sections of mathematics that were
considereduntenable. A Bourbakileader expresseddisdain for the intuitionist position:"Only
a few backwardspirits still maintain the position that the mathematician must forever draw
on his 'intuition' for new, alogical, or 'prelogical'elements of reasoning. If certain branchesof
mathematics have not yet been axiomatized. . . this is simply because there has not yet been
time to do it" (Weil, 1971: 324; cf. Bourbaki, 1971: 29).
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individualscan succeedonly by portrayingthemselvesas selflessrepresentativesof the scientificgroup- in short,as saintlyintellectualpoliticians.
Conclusion
The cases we have consideredare not simply reflections of individual
personalities.Personalitiesare partly formed in and reflect conditionsof
work,and seriousintellectualsinvesta greatdeal of self, time, and energyin
their work.Nor are the cases trivial,a washingof dirty linen in public,or
epiphenomenaof intellectualhistory.The generalsolutionof the cubicequation was an epochalevent. It markedthe first time that Europeanscientists
had solveda problemthe ancient Greekshad been unableto solve. In this
sense, Cardan'sArs Magna can arguablybe viewedas the beginningof the
ScientificRevolution.It also initiatesan era of new algorithmsand a trend
towardhigherand higherlevelsof abstraction.Leibnizand Newtonwereinvolvedin developingthe basicmethodsof analysis.Theyopenednewvistasto
mathematicians and established the foundations for most of
eighteenth-centurymathematics.Cauchy, Abel, and Galois developedthe
theoryof groups,and introducednew abstractmethodsand rigorousproofs,
the keys to the great nineteenth-centurydevelopments in higher
mathematics.Cantor'streatmentof the infinite markedthe beginningof a
periodin which foundationalissues becamecentral in mathematicalwork.
Hilbert, Russell, and Bourbakiwere the majorsystematizersof the entire
period of mathematicsafter Euclid, and together with their anti-systems
opponents (Brouwer, Godel) established the major schools of
mathematics.
twentieth-century
The controversiesdo not reduceto a simplematterof multiplediscoveries
and prioritydisputes.The Newton-Leibnizcase involvessuchthemes,but we
also find scandalsoverviolationsof secrecy(Cardan-Tartaglia);
suppression
of rival ideas (Cauchy-Poisson-Abel-Galois);
outright appropriationof
others'ideas underone'sown name (l'Hospital,Gregory,Bernoulli);nationalistic exclusivity about ideas (the aftermath of the Newton-Leibniz
dispute);and factionalstrugglesovercontrolof universitypositions,journals,
and scientificassociations(Cantor-Kronecker).
If the Mertonianmodeldoes
not fit, neither does the Kuhnian.In no case do we find a mathematical
changecentredin a strugglebetweenadvocatesand criticsof an established
paradigm,but always between rival innovators.Moreover,the long-term
trendin Westernmathematicshas not beentowardsa single,dominantparadigm, but rathertowardsrival schoolsat odds over fundamentalquestions
aboutmethodsand knowledge.If mathematicsis the most"advanced"of the
sciences,it has moved,in its "maturity,"to greaterparadigmaticpluralism
than at almostany time in its history.It has thus cometo resemblethe social
sciencesor other allegedly"pre-paradigm"
fields more than it does Kuhn's
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image of a science.
The scandals and controversieswe have examined and the intellectual developments that accompanied them are best analyzed in terms of the changes
they reveal in organizational forms. The Cardan-Tartagliadispute marks the
beginning of a breakdown in patrimonial organization of intellectual property and in the system of contests between mathematicians; the secrecy of
general methods and the publicity of particular problems and solutions is
superceded by intellectual competition over more abstract ideas. The
Newton-Leibniz controversyreveals a shift from traditional forms of patronage to more permanentgovernmentpatronage through organized academies,
and the related shift from an informal communication network linked by
"message centres" to the more impersonal arena of scientific journals. The
Abel-Galois scandals in the French Academie, in turn, indicate the decline of
centralized institutional patronage and the rise of research-orienteduniversities. And the Cantor-Kroneckerdisputes occurred at a time when the relatively small, elite-dominated university network was expanding into a large,
world-widemathematical community.
In each case, ambitious intellectuals pursuing self-interested paths to
fame and fortune took advantage of whatever organizational resources new
situations offered. The emergence of "saintly politicians"is one source of the
ideals Merton mistakenly identified as the universal norms of science. But
even in the twentieth century, self-interested competition is still the root of
intellectual advance. Structural conditions have merely forced ambitious intellectuals to compete in collective rather than individualisticforms. Like the
industrial robber barons, the intellectual robberbarons have not so much disappeared as changed their stripes. To the extent that intellectual communities have become pluralized, vulgar robber baron behavior has been curtailed. To some extent, collective forms obscure such behavior. The "saintly
politician"is the "civilized"robberbaron.
The era of saintly politicians is not without its own scandals. The major
scandals of recent years have not occurred in mathematics, but in the
bio-medical sciences (Broad and Wade, 1983). Some have involved fabrication of data, others the pirating of papers by referees during the journal review process; some scientists have taken advantage of the large number of
publication outlets to publish other scientists' research under different titles.
Given the extreme fragmentation of specialties in mathematics and the low
rate of readership for most articles (Hagstrom, 1964), such scandals have
probably occurred in mathematics as well; but fragmentation is so extreme
that no one has noticed! Fame and intellectual advance in a science cannot
occur without attracting attention. The lack of major scandals or violent controversies suggests that the mathematical community is not undergoing significant organizational changes - at least, it is not at an organizational
watershed.
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Mathematics and other sciences need not follow organizational stages
such as those we have described. The challenge contests of Renaissance
Italy, the academies of the 1600s and 1700s, the German university reforms
of the early 1800s, all had particular historical causes that impinged upon intellectual life. Other combinations of conditions might have produced a different sequence. For example, although secrecy about methods has characterized mathematics at relatively early periods in its development in different
cultures and has been superceded by public competition over advances in the
methods themselves, there is no reason to believe that secrecy cannot become
a "norm" in the future. We see current indications of this possibility in the
form of government efforts to turn all mathematical advances relevant to
cryptography into "classified information."
The nature and availability of organizational and material resources can
change the organizational structure of mathematics. If mathematicians are
increasingly dependent upon military funding or upon expensive computers,
they may experience just such an organizational shift. The old patrimonial
organization of intellectual property might return if mathematics were located primarily in commercial laboratories, where discoveries are treated as
company rather than individual property.'2We cannot expect organizational
developments in science to follow a simple linear evolution. Our analysis
suggests, furthermore, that the development of mathematical knowledge,
rooted as it is in organizational forms, will follow those forms and not reflect
a simple linear evolution according to some type of "inner logic" (cf.
MacKenzie, 1981).
The challenge for sociological theory is to build generalized explanations
from the analysis of incidents like those above. Neither the Mertonian nor
the Kuhnian theory can be used to predict intellectual shifts. The Kuhnian
model proposes only that dominant paradigms are eventually broken down
by the accumulation of empirical anomalies. The Mertonian model is even
weaker because it describes a static set of norms and proposes no causal variables affecting intellectual productivity. One model that does seem to be congruent with our data is the theory-groups model proposed by Griffith and
Mullins (1972; Mullins, 1973). Leibniz was a theory-group builder. He was
both an intellectual and an organizational leader. The Bernoullis and
l'Hospital provided training centres at Basle and Paris, and a standard text.
All this constitutes what Griffith and Mullins call the "network stage." The
English attacks on the Leibniz school, and the counterattacks and increasing
dogmatism during the period 1700-1720 are exactly what the model predicts
for the "cluster stage." The timing of these stages is roughly congruent with
Mullins' findings for theory groups in twentieth-century social science and
12. This suggestion is due to Paul DiMaggio.
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other fields. The model might be integrated with a more general perspective
on scientific innovation if it could be extended to encompass the structure of
rival theory groups and the long-term sequences through which they move.
The intensity of scientific creativity is greatest during major shifts to new
organizational forms that structure activities and communication. These
same organizational shifts are also a major cause of scientific scandals;
hence, scandal-free eras are likely to be intellectually placid. The effects of
various degrees and kinds of competition, and the effects of particular institutional arrangements on the content of intellectual creativity remain to be
more clearly identified, refined, and formally stated by further analyses.
Such a theory would apply not only to mathematics, but with appropriate
modifications to all theory-drivensciences.
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Robber Barons were vilified for using the capitalist system to exploit workers, form anti-competitive trusts, and place the accumulation of
wealth above all else. The belief that the rich could use whatever means necessary to increase their riches seemed to counter the ideals
upon which the United States was founded.Â Josephson viewed the Robber Barons as unscrupulous pirates fighting to control the
nation's economy. The 1940s and 1950s witnessed a revival of the view of business leaders as industrial statesmen, which reflected the
image of America's postâ€“World War II economic, military, and cultural hegemony. "Robber Barons and Politicians in Mathematics: A
Conflict Model of Science," The Canadian Journal of Sociology, Vol. 8, No. 2 (Spring 1983), pp. 199-227. With R. Collins. "Development,
Diversity and Conflict in the Sociology of Science," Sociological Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 2 (1983), pp. 185-200. With R. Collins.Â
"Science, Social Problems, and Progressive Thought: Essays on the Tyranny of Science" (including "Technoscience or Tyrannoscience
Rex," a review of Jurassic Park), pp. 39-87 in S.L. Star (ed.), Ecologies of Science, SUNY Press, Albany, 1995. With Jennifer Croissant.
"How to Criticize Science and Maintain Your Sanity," Science as Culture, 6, Part 3, 28 (Spring 1996): 396-413. The robber barons
denounced regulators in the name of the free market, but monopoly suited them better. Rockefeller rued the â€œdestructive
competitionâ€ of the oil industry, with its cycle of glut and shortage, and set about ensuring continuity of supply.Â The age of the robber
barons led inexorably to the age of populist revolt, with mass strikes, anti-monopoly legislation, social reforms and, eventually, the New
Deal of the 1930s. The robber barons had ruined too many people and broken too many rules.Â A cohort of politicians and lawyers
fairly swiftly translated the backlash into policy. Teddy Roosevelt thundered against the â€œcriminal richâ€. Woodrow Wilson followed
up with even more vigorous attacks on corporate America.

